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in his 1903 novel, henryjames uses the great war to show how people are moved by desires that are completely unselfconscious, like the love of money. in his story the other house (1905), richard middleton, the storys hero, is a fascinating man who is in love with two women at the same time. in reality, he feels a
similar love for all women, and is unable to make up his mind which of the two he will marry. the character julias death and the promise she offers her husband to stay the night with her makes all the difference for richard middleton. because julias death is so personal, its unforgettable and changes the course of his life.

in the end, his desire to indulge in various types of material desires is only partially satisfied. flauberts madame bovary (1856) is written in a satirical tone. it tells the story of marriage in bourgeois france in 1845, from the marriage of 19-year-old emma bovary to charles bovary, a cattle rancher, to the growing
unhappiness she feels as she becomes both corpulent and domestic. this miserable story depicts the emptiness of people who live only to keep their social appearances, and who turn their living rooms into museums of objects from faraway lands. flauberts the temptation of st. anthony (1874) is a completely different
story about the temptations of religion. it is set in the 5th or 6th century in alexandria, in the time of the great scholar and teacher, st. anthony. believing it is his fate to become a martyr to his (st. anthony is a man), he tries to find a way of dispensing with his own will. as he is about to be burned for being a christian,

his mother begs that his soul be spared.
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the task of producing a translation of war and peace now falls, strictly speaking, to a group of translators -- myself, emma chernykh, jonathan galassi, peter
constantine, and david mcduff -- with the japanese translator, k. miyazawa, as a helper. despite the translator's originality, the task is not so difficult as it may

appear. certain difficulties are no doubt inherent in the subject. a writer of tolstoy's subtle mind and distinctive temperament is, alas, seldom comprehensible to
a translator in a literal sense, although he can and does frequently repeat himself, but only in a more subtle way. the translator has a bit of a problem: how to
render the magnificence of tolstoy's language, which defies any literal rendering (although i fear that the word literature may soon have to be replaced by the

term literature as a giant combination of verbal and pictorial art. how else could one ever hope to render the infinite variety and richness of his language?).
ulysses s.grace, an american writer and editor who had a profound effect on the development of science fiction, as well as in other genres. grace who

considered himself a science fiction writer, as well as being a critical essayist, educator, and best-selling author. in 1892 he reflected on the best qualities of
true science fiction, he stated that it is a culture and civilization of the future. science fiction poses questions about the future, not merely a statement of fact. it

enables us to ponder such ideas as whether possible society, and the possible evolution of human beings, he said, but he understood that we will never see
these ideas in their due time. the great achievements of the human race, he said, are brought not by science fiction writers, but rather. because he remained

faithful to the drama of the idea, science fiction is the most exciting as well as the most lasting form of science. 5ec8ef588b
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